The differences between Rp and PS
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Pipe Taps

【Question】
Are the "Rp" and the "PS" parallel pipe internal threads, the
same? If not, how are they different? Also, what type of taps
should be used for parrellel pipe threads? Are there two kinds of
parellel pipe threads, "PS" and "Rp"?
【Answer】
There is basically little difference between the internal parallel pipe
threads of a "Rp" and a "PS". You might think there is a size change
from the "PS" to "Rp" but the difference is so slight, you can use the
same tap to produce either a "PS" or a "Rp" parrellel pipe thread. The
length of the Yamawa parellel pipe "PS taps" and "Rp taps" are
different from the length of the components parellel pipe thread but the
tap limits are the same, so either the "PS" or a "Rp" parallel pipe tap
can be used to create an internal parellel pipe thread.

【Description】

①

"PS" is the nomenclature for the old JIS standard of parallel pipe internal threads. In
the current JIS standard, it is referred to as a "Rp" thread. For reference, the standard
dimensions of the internal "PS 1/2 - 14" and the "Rp 1/2 - 14" are listed in the table
below. They both have the same diameter values.

YAMAWA:The "PS taps" and the "Rp taps" for parallel pipe threads have different
overall lengths and thread lengths, but the thread limit accuracy is the same for "Ⅱ
(second grade) threads". For reference, please compare the tap's shape and grade
accuracy of "1 / 2-14" in the table below.

②

[Tapping Tips]
In this Bags of Wisdom, these pipe threads are shown as a "parallel pipe internal thread".
They were originally referred to as a "parallel pipe tapered pipe internal thread". Parallel
threads for pipes "PS" and "Rp" are used in combination with external taper pipe threads.
There are no rules or regulations for the combination use of an external tapered pipe
threads with an "internal parallel pipe thread". Therefore, the standard "parallel pipe
external thread" is not created today. But, there was a standard in the past, so "PS die" is
still in the market. Did you know that parallel pipe threads "PS" and "Rp" are checked with
tapered pipe thread guages. "PS" and "Rp" threads can be quite confusing ~.

